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Abstract

Video transcoding refers to the process of converting a digital video from
one format into another format. It is a compute-intensive operation. There-
fore, transcoding of a large number of simultaneous video streams requires
a large amount of computing resources. Moreover, to handle different load
conditions in a cost-efficient manner, the video transcoding service should
be dynamically scalable. Infrastructure as a Service Clouds currently of-
fer computing resources, such as virtual machines, under the pay-per-use
business model. Thus the IaaS Clouds can be leveraged to provide a cost-
efficient, dynamically scalable video transcoding service.

To use computing resources efficiently in a cloud computing environ-
ment, cost-efficient virtual machine provisioning is required to avoid over-
utilization and under-utilization of virtual machines. This thesis presents
proactive virtual machine resource allocation and de-allocation algorithms
for video transcoding in cloud computing. Since users’ requests for videos
may change at different times, a check is required to see if the current com-
puting resources are adequate for the video requests. Therefore, the work on
admission control is also provided. In addition to admission control, tempo-
ral resolution reduction is used to avoid jitters in a video. Furthermore, in a
cloud computing environment such as Amazon EC2, the computing resour-
ces are more expensive as compared with the storage resources. Therefore,
to avoid repetition of transcoding operations, a transcoded video needs to
be stored for a certain time. To store all videos for the same amount of
time is also not cost-efficient because popular transcoded videos have high
access rate while unpopular transcoded videos are rarely accessed. This
thesis provides a cost-efficient computation and storage trade-off strategy,
which stores videos in the video repository as long as it is cost-efficient
to store them. This thesis also proposes video segmentation strategies for
bit rate reduction and spatial resolution reduction video transcoding. The
evaluation of proposed strategies is performed using a message passing in-
terface based video transcoder, which uses a coarse-grain parallel processing
approach where video is segmented at group of pictures level.
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Sammanfattning
Video omkodning avser processen att omvandla en digital video fr̊an ett
format till ett annat. Eftersom omkodning är en beräkningsintensiv upp-
gift, kräver omkodning av ett stort antal samtidiga videoströmmar en stor
mängd datorresurser. Dessutom, för att hantera olika belastningsförh̊alland-
en p̊aett kostnadseffektivt sätt, bör en video omkodning tjänst vara dy-
namiskt skalbar. Infrastruktur som en tjänst (IaaS) datormoln erbjuder
idag datorresurser, s̊asom virtuella maskiner, inom ramen för betala-per-
användning affärsmodellen. S̊aledes kan IaaS moln utnyttjas för att ge en
kostnads effektivt, dynamiskt skalbar video omkodning tjänst.

För att använda datorresurser p̊a ett effektivt sätt i en molnmiljö , krävs
kostnadseffektiv virtuell maskin provisionering för att undvika överutnyttja-
nde och underutnyttjande av virtuella maskiner . Denna avhandling pre-
senterar proaktiv virtuell maskin resurs allokering och deallokeringsalgo-
ritmer för videoomkodning i datormoln. Eftersom användarnas efterfr̊agan
p̊afilmer kan ändras vid olika tidpunkter krävs en kontroll för att se om nu-
varande datorresurser är tillräckliga för de begärda videon. Därför är arbete
med åtkomstkontroll ocks̊a inkluderat. Förutom åtkomstkontroll, andvänds
tidsupplösningsminskning för att undvika jitter i videon . Dessutom , i
en molnmiljö som Amazon EC2, är datorresurser är dyrare jämfört med
lagringsresurse . För att undvika upprepning av omkodningsoperationer
behöver en omkodad video lagras under en viss tid. Att lagra alla filmer lika
l̊ang tid är inte heller kostnadseffektivt eftersom populära omkodade vide-
oklipp har hög åtkomsttakt medan mindre populära omkodade videoklipp
sällan n̊as. Denna avhandling presenterar en kostnadseffektiv beräknings-
och lagrings- avvägningsstrategi , som lagrar filmer i videoförr̊ad s̊a länge
det är kostnadseffektivt att lagra dem . Avhandlingen föresl̊ar ocks̊a vide-
osegmenteringstrategier fär omkodning med minskad överföringshastighet
och rumslig upplösning. Utvärderingen av föreslagna strategier utförs med
hjälp av en video omkodare som är konstruerad enligt ett message-passing
gränssnit , som använder en grovkorning parallell beräknings strategi där
videon är segmenterad enligt bilggrupp (group-of-pictures) niv̊a.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of digital videos is common in our daily life and due to the massive
amount of data present in a digital video, it is challenging to store and
transmit uncompressed videos [27]. For cost-efficiency, a video is stored
and transmitted in a certain compressed format. Video compression is a
mature field and there are several techniques available to compress digital
video. The compression is possible by utilizing both spatial and temporal
redundancies. Several algorithms such as transform coding, entropy coding
and frame prediction are used for video compression [32]. There are several
video coding standards such as H.26x [26, 2, 4, 50, 71], MPEG [1, 3, 5]
and HEVC [69] based on these algorithms to ensure correct functioning
between encoders and decoders [39].

Users access videos with a variety of devices having different processing
and storage capabilities such as cell phones, digital televisions, desktop ma-
chines, laptops, tablets etc. These devices may gain access to a video with
different communication networks operating on different ranges of band-
width. With the passage of time, the number of video compression formats
is growing. Due to limited processing power and storage space, a device
may support only a subset of the existing video formats. To solve this prob-
lem, a video can be either converted and stored in all possible formats at
the server side or it can be converted into another format as it is requested.
However, due to storage cost, it is not practically possible to store a video
in all possible formats to fulfill the end-user requirements. A possible solu-
tion is to convert the unsupported video as it is requested and store it as
long as it is cost-efficient to store. The process of converting a compressed
video from one format into another is called video transcoding.

Video transcoding can change the bit rate [72, 47], frame resolution [66,
74], frame rate [67, 46], format [44], or any combination of these [17].
The goal of the bit-rate reduction video transcoding is to drop the bit-rate
of a video stream by applying coarser quantization while maintaining low
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Cloud

User A post a video on 

social network User B can play the video 

on any device regardless of 

the video format

Figure 1.1: Cloud-Based Video Transcoding

complexity and meet the highest possible quality. In temporal resolution
reduction transcoding, usually some frames are dropped to change the size
of the video. The spatial resolution reduction video transcoding is required
when a device with small screen resolution cannot play a high-resolution
video. The format conversion is needed when the device at user-end does
not support the video format.

Video transcoding is a computationally intensive operation and devices
at user-end may not be suitable to do video transcoding. Therefore, it
is usually performed at the server-side. It may be done in real-time or in
batch processing. However, for an on-demand video streaming service, if the
required video is not available in the desired format, the transcoding needs
to be done on-the-fly in real-time. One of the main challenges of a real-
time video transcoding operation is that it must avoid over and underflow of
the output video buffer, which temporarily stores the transcoded videos at
the server-side. The overflow occurs if the video transcoding rate exceeds
the video play rate and the capacity of the buffer. Likewise, the buffer
underflow may occur when the play rate exceeds the transcoding rate, while
the buffer does not contain enough frames to avoid the underflow situation.

The number of user requests for video transcoding may vary at different
times. To perform video transcoding in such an environment, a system,
which can give computing resources on demand is needed. Cloud computing
can offer such an environment in which resource provisioning is possible as
they are needed [14, 49]. A cloud-based video transcoding use case is shown
in Figure 1.1. The figure shows that User ’A’ uploads a video on a social
network, User ’B’ can get access to the transcoded video and can play it
regardless of the original video format.
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds currently offer computing re-
sources, such as Virtual Machines (VMs), storage space, and network band-
width [59], which can be used to create a dynamically scalable cluster of
video transcoding servers.

In a cloud environment, a video transcoding operation can be performed
in several different ways. One possible way is to map an entire video stream
on a dedicated VM. This way of mapping video streams on transcoding
servers is not cost-efficient. Moreover, transcoding of High Definition (HD)
video streams can take more time, which may violate the client-side Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) requirements of desired play rate [19]. Another ap-
proach is to split the video streams into smaller segments and transcode
them independently [58, 35, 21, 63]. In this approach, one VM can be
used to transcode a large number of video segments belonging to different
video streams. Moreover, video segments of one particular stream can be
transcoded on multiple VMs.

In a cloud-based video transcoding environment, the main task is to
perform video transcoding in such a way so that a user can play video
smoothly without video freezes and with the shortest start-up time [87].
The video freezes occur due to unavailability of video frames. The video
startup time is the time at which the user will be able to watch video after
selecting a video link.

1.1 Goals of this Thesis

The overall goal of this thesis is to contribute to the discussion on how
the cloud computing can be used to provide a video transcoding service, so
that a user can play a video smoothly without video freezes on his devices
regardless of the original video format. In this work, the video transcoding
is assumed to be a service, which is provided by a service provider. The
sub-goals of this work are:

1. Analysis of video segmentation methods for video transcoding in a
cloud and distributed computing environment.

2. Cost-efficient virtual machine provisioning algorithms to handle vary-
ing amounts of loads.

3. Admission control on server side to avoid overloading of servers.

4. A computation and storage cost trade-off strategy to estimate an
equilibrium point on the time axis, which indicates duration for which
a transcoded video could be stored.

5



1.2 Research Problems and Contributions of the
Thesis

In this thesis, the main focus is on different research issues, which are related
to perform distributed video transcoding in a cloud computing environ-
ment. To distribute a video among different machines efficiently, video seg-
mentation is required. However, due to dependencies among different types
of frames video segmentation is not possible at every point [33, 60, 7]. Fur-
thermore, to use computing resources efficiently in a cloud computing envi-
ronment, cost-efficient virtual machine provisioning is also required. Over-
utilization and under-utilization of virtual machines needs to be avoided for
better user experiences and lower cost. Since the number of user requests
for videos may change at different times, a check is required to see if current
computing resources are adequate for the video request. Furthermore, it
is not practically possible to transcode a video for each request. To avoid
repetition of transcoding operation for the same video, a transcoded video
needs to be stored for a certain time. However, to store all videos for the
same amount of time is also not cost-efficient. A cost-efficient computation
and storage trade-off strategy is required.

1.2.1 Video Segmentation for Distributed Video Transcod-
ing

This research work focuses on the computation, parallelization and data
distribution among computing units. For data distribution a coarse grain
approach is adopted in which video is segmented at Group of Pictures
(GOP) level. The work presented in papers V and VI of this thesis focuses
on different video segmentation strategies such as static segmentation and
dynamic segmentation. A message passing programming model for dis-
tributed video transcoding is implemented to evaluate the static video seg-
mentation strategies for different mechanisms of video transcoding. Video
segmentation for distributed video transcoding is described in papers V,VI
and section 3.1 of this thesis.

1.2.2 Resource Allocation and De-allocation

Video transcoding for an on-demand video streaming service needs to be
done on-the-fly in real-time [68]. Since transcoding is a computationally
intensive operation, video transcoding of a large number of video streams
requires a large scale cluster-based distributed system. To handle varying
load in a cost-efficient manner, the cluster should be dynamically scalable.
IaaS Cloud is a suitable platform for video transcoding. It can provide
computing resources, storage space, and network bandwidth. This the-
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sis presents prediction-based dynamic resource allocation and de-allocation
algorithms to scale video transcoding service on a given IaaS cloud in a
horizontal fashion. The proposed algorithms allocate and de-allocate VMs
to a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers. A two-step
load prediction method [11] is used, which predicts a few steps ahead in
the future to allow proactive resource allocation. For cost-efficiency, VM
resources are shared among multiple video streams. The sharing of the
VM resources is based on the video segmentation, which splits the streams
into smaller segments that can be transcoded independently of one an-
other. Resource allocation and de-allocation is described in papers I, IV
and section 3.2 of this thesis.

1.2.3 Admission Control

It is possible that the existing servers may not be able to handle the incom-
ing user load. To avoid overloading of servers, admission control on server
side is used to restrict new incoming user load. Instead of directly rejecting
requests in overloaded situations, the admission control uses a deferment
policy and provides transcoding service for new requests after scaling the
servers. In addition to admission control for new incoming video requests,
the existing workload may have variable computational requirements and
may cause the server overloading which is undesirable. The server overload-
ing results in degraded performance and may lead to transcoding jitters.
Paper II of this thesis presents admission control and a transcoding jitter
preventation scheme.

1.2.4 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategy

In an on-demand video streaming service, the source videos are usually
high quality videos that are the primary datasets. Therefore, irrespective
of their storage costs, they are never deleted from the video repository.
The transcoded videos, on the other hand, are the derived datasets that
can be regenerated from their source videos. Therefore, they should only be
stored in the video repository when it is cost-efficient to store them. The
computation cost of a transcoded video depends on its transcoding time
and on how often the video is re-transcoded. Thus, if the same video is
re-transcoded often, the computation cost would increase rapidly. On the
other hand, the storage cost of a transcoded video depends upon the length
of the storage duration and the video size. Therefore, it increases gradu-
ally with the passage of time. Thus, the proposed strategy estimates an
equilibrium point on the time axis, which indicates the minimum duration
for which the video should be stored in the video repository. Computation
and storage trade-off strategy is described in papers III, IV of this thesis.

7



1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the summary part of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter
2 discusses cloud computing and a distributed video transcoding architec-
ture in a cloud. Chapter 3 provides the main contributions of this thesis,
which include video segmentation, resource allocation and de-allocation al-
gorithms for video transcoding in a cloud, stream based admission control
algorithm, job scheduling and jitter avoidance algorithm, computation and
storage trade-off strategy. Chapter 4 provides a summary of the papers in-
cluded in this thesis. In chapter 5, achieved results are discussed. Finally,
chapter 6 provides conclusions and future works.
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Chapter 2

Video Transcoding in Cloud
Computing

2.1 Cloud Computing

A cloud computing environment consists of a set of hardware, software,
storage space, networks, and interfaces that are available on the Internet
to deliver services. In a public cloud the physical infrastructure including
computing resources, storage resources and applications are delivered on a
per-use basis 1. In a cloud computing environment, scale-up and scale-down
of resources is possible. It is suitable for an on-demand video transcoding
service, which requires flexibility. In a video transcoding service, the de-
mand of resources varies with the fluctuations of load. A cloud computing
environment can provide the required computing resources on a per-use
basis.

A cloud supports the virtualiztion in which all software run within a
VM. A VM is a computing environment, which supports operating sys-
tem and application programs. Virtualization allows sharing computing
resources among multiple users. There are three popular cloud computing
service models including:

Software as a Service (SaaS) is the model in which a user accesses an
application via the Internet. The customer is not responsible to maintain
the application and uses it out of the box. The service provider is respon-
sible to maintain the application.

Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides all the resources, which devel-
opers require to build applications and services. Some of the common
solutions provided in PaaS services include database integration, storage,
web service integration, versioning and security [77]. Although PaaS pro-
vides resource provisioning and load balancing, but usually users have to

1http://www.esri.com/news/arcwatch/0110/feature.html
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pay on an hourly basis for getting those services. Therefore, the PaaS will
have very high cost and it is not cost-efficient to use it for video transcod-
ing service in cloud computing. Moreover, a PaaS provider may offer only
some specific Application Programming Interface (API) features and sup-
port a limited number of programming languages, which might not fulfil
the requirements.

IaaS provides on-demand services including hardware, storage, servers,
operating systems, networking components and other infrastructure. The
user typically pays for the resources on per-use basis while the service
provider is responsible for providing the required resources and mainte-
nance. The IaaS model is more suitable for a video transcoding service
because it provides services, such as data storage and virtual servers for
deploying and running applications. The users have to perform the re-
source allocation and load balancing. The IaaS is a low cost solution as
compared with the PaaS. A user can install any programming language
and API according to his requirements.

2.2 A Proposed Distributed Video Transcoding
Architecture in Cloud Computing

The proposed distributed video transcoding architecture in cloud comput-
ing consists of multiple software components on multiple VMs. The VMs
can be connected by a local network or a wide area network. It can provide
both scalability and redundancy. Scalability means that the system can
be expanded by requesting more VMs as needed. Redundancy means that
the system provides the same service regardless of the failure of individual
virtual machines. Figure 2.1 shows the proposed system architecture of the
distributed video transcoding in cloud computing environment. It consists
of a streaming server, a video splitter, a video merger, a video repository,
a dynamically scalable cluster of transcoding servers, a load balancer, a
master controller, and a load predictor.

2.2.1 Streaming Server

To transfer multimedia contents, such as video, to viewers over the Internet
in real-time, media streaming technology is used in which parts of a video
are downloaded, decoded and played 2. The video playing and downloading
happen at the same time. A buffer is used to store additional video contents
from the streaming server. The overall process is invisible to the viewer.

The end-users or clients may send requests for videos, which are routed
through the streaming server. Since the main focus of this research work

2http://www.wimpyplayer.com/docs/faqs/docs/general streaming definition.html
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Figure 2.1: Proposed Video Transcoding Architecture in Cloud Computing

is on video transcoding, it is assumed that the streaming server is not a
bottleneck.

Figure 2.2 shows a video streaming architecture in which a video is
produced by a video camera and then after which it is encoded in a suit-
able format. The streaming server works as a media server, which sends
streamed video to users connected with different networks.

At present there are several streaming technologies available such as
progressive streaming, true streaming and adaptive/ live streaming 3. Here
is a brief overview of these technologies.

Progressive Streaming

In this technology, a video is delivered to the user device progressively
where it is buffered locally and played after decoding. The technology is
suitable for a short duration video only. It may have longer start-up time
due to the initial buffer filling. The main disadvantage of this technology
is bandwidth consumption, as the user may download more than what is
actually played.

3http://www.rambla.be/state-play-overview-streaming-protocols
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True Streaming

In this technology, a video is not locally buffered at the user side. This
may also be called live streaming or on-demand streaming. The advan-
tages of this technology are very short start-up time and full control over
fast forward, pause and rewind operations. This may require special me-
dia servers and firewalls. It also has higher cost as compared with the
progressive streaming technology.

Adaptive Streaming

In this technology, contents of a video are adjusted with the network band-
width conditions and processing capabilities of the devices at user side. It
provides streaming service for both live streams and on-demand streams.
The user has full ’seek’ control over the video. It utilizes network bandwidth
efficiently and sends the video segments to end users, which are requested
for playing. It has a shorter start-up time as compared with progressive
streaming. It may use the existing web servers. Therefore, it has lower cost
and less performance as compared with true streaming technology.

12
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2.2.2 Video Repository

The video streams in certain compressed formats are stored in the video
repository. The compressed videos can be either source videos or transcoded
videos. The source videos are the original videos and transcoded videos
are obtained from source videos after applying the transcoding process.
The streaming server accepts video requests from users and checks if the
required video is available in the video repository. If it finds the video in the
desired format and resolution, it starts streaming the video. However, if it
finds that the requested video is stored only in another format or resolution
than the one desired by the user, it sends the video for segmentation and
subsequent transcoding. Then, as soon as it receives the transcoded video
from the video merger, it starts streaming the video.

A compressed video may consist of a video stream, an audio stream
and other metadata information such as time stamps etc. Figure 2.3 shows
a high level block diagram of media compression in which a video is com-
pressed in a certain file format.

2.2.3 Video Splitter

The video splitter splits the video streams into smaller segments called jobs,
which are placed into the job queue. Due to dependencies among different
types of frames, video segmentation can be performed at certain points only.
The main problem is how to perform the segmentation of source video so
that parts of video can be distributed among transcoding machines. Com-
pressed video files contain different types of frames, which have different
compression rates and dependencies among them. Therefore one cannot
split a given video at any particular frame or point. The Intra(I)-frame is
independent and can be decoded without any other reference frame and is
used as a reference frame for the other frames. In a given video sequence
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a group of frames that constitute one I -frame and a number of other Bi-
directional predicted(B) and Predicted(P) frames is called a GOP. Figure
2.4 shows a GOP of length 12. The video sequence partitioning algorithm
utilizes this concept to divide a video stream in to smaller parts. The split-
ter divides the incoming video file into parts, which contain a number of
GOPs and sends these parts to transcoding machines. There are two types
of GOP: Open-GOP and closed-GOP.

Open-GOP

In open-GOPs, a reference frame can be from any other GOP. Due to
dependencies among them, the transcoding process requires frames from
both GOPs. In open-GOP the last B -frames are dependent to the next
I -frame. This makes the video harder to segment. The possible solution
is to add redundant frames when a video is segmented and remove those
redundant frames while merging. It adds complexity, but segmentation is
still possible. Another possible solution is to remove the last two B -frames
and segment video between P and I -frames. Figure 2.5 shows, the structure
of the Open-GOP where the first two B -frames of GOP n, reference the
P -frames of GOP n-1 and the I -frame of GOP n. The first two frames
of GOP n+1 will reference the last P -frame from GOP n and the I -frame
from GOP n+1.
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Closed-GOP

In closed-GOPs, all reference frames belong to the same GOP. Therefore,
it represents an independent unit, which can be transcoded without having
any frames of other GOPs. However, closed GOP will make compression
less efficient. If all GOPs in a video are closed, it is possible to perform
segmentation between the B and I -frame. Figure 2.6 shows the structure
of closed-GOP where the last frame is a P -frame.

Figure 2.7 shows the segmentation of a source video. Here ’H’ in source
video stream indicates the sequence header of the whole stream and ’Ĥ’
indicates the segment header. The sequence header ’H’ from the source
video is slightly different than the ’Ĥ’ in segmented video. While perform-
ing video segmentation a segment header ’Ĥ’ is attached to each video
segment, which contains information such as the stream ID, the segment
ID, the number of frames in the segment etc. The stream ID is attached
to identify to which stream this segment belongs to and segment ID is
attached to place the transcoded segments in order during the merging.
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2.2.4 Load Balancer

As shown in Figure 2.8 the load balancer employs a task assignment pol-
icy, which distributes load on the transcoding servers. In other words, it
decides when and to which transcoding servers a transcoding job should be
routed. It maintains a configuration file, which contains information about
transcoding servers performing the transcoding operations. As a result of
dynamic resource allocation and de-allocation operations, the configuration
file is often updated with new information. The load balancer serves the
jobs in First In, First Out (FIFO) order and has only one input queue.
It implements Join-the-Shortest-Queue scheduling policy [38]. The joining
decision can be based on the shortest queue length or shortest queue waiting
time. The shortest queue length policy selects a transcoding server with the
shortest queue length while the shortest queue waiting time policy selects
a transcoding server with the least queue waiting time.

2.2.5 Transcoding Server

A transcoding server performs the actual transcoding operations such as
bit rate reduction video transcoding, spatial resolution reduction video
transcoding, temporal resolution reduction transcoding, and format conver-
sion. The transcoding servers get video segments from the load balancer.
Each transcoding server has a queue for new incoming jobs. A transcoding
server uses the FIFO scheduling policy to serve the jobs in its queue. It
sends the transcoded video segments to the merger.

2.2.6 Master Controller

The master controller is a control unit, which is used to control other
components in the system architecture. The master controller also acts
as a resource allocator. It implements prediction-based dynamic resource
allocation and de-allocation algorithms and one or more computation and
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storage trade-off strategies. The resource allocation and de-allocation are
mainly based on the target play rate of the video streams and the predicted
transcoding rate of the transcoding servers. The resource allocation and de-
allocation algorithms are described in detail in papers I and IV of this thesis.
The computation and storage trade-off strategy is provided in papers III
and IV of this thesis.

2.2.7 Load Predictor

For load prediction, the master controller uses the load predictor [16]. To
perform efficient prediction of the system load, a load tracker is used as a
monitoring module that gets the actual play rate of the video streams and
the actual transcoding rate of the transcoding servers. It sends this infor-
mation to a prediction module that estimates the workload characteristics
in the near future.

2.2.8 Video Merger

The main purpose of the video merger is to place the transcoded video seg-
ments of a video stream in right order. It also modifies the segment header
and removes extra information such as the stream ID and the segment ID
from the header. The merger and the splitter work like a fork-join queuing
node [20] as shown in Figure 2.9.
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Chapter 3

Contributions of the Thesis

The following sections provide a description of the research problems and
contributions of this thesis.

3.1 Video Segmentation for Distributed Video Transcod-
ing

3.1.1 Video Segmentation

To get better compression, frame prediction is used in different video coding
standards such as MPEG-4 and H.264. However, frame predictive coding
can not be used indefinitely due to propagation of error, lower video qual-
ity, and random access. Furthermore, if some data packets of a reference
frame are lost, then the decoding of the remaining frames is impossible.
To address the above problems, video sequences usually consist of some in-
dependent frames which do not require any other reference frames. These
independent frames are termed as Intra(I)-frames. An I -frame, followed by
P and B -frames before the next I -frame is termed as GOP.

Display order

Decoding order

BI PB B PB B PB B B P

BI P B BP B BP B BBP

Figure 3.1: Frames Display and Decoding Order

In a GOP, the display order and decoding order of frames is usually
different. Figure 3.1 shows that although the original frame sequence is
IBBP..., it is decoded as IPBB.... This is due to the fact that B -frames are
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predicted from both future and past frames. As shown in Figure 3.1, the
P -frame which is a future frame is decoded first and then used for decoding
the B -frame.

The video segmentation in a cloud is performed by the video splitter at
the GOP level. The video splitter performs segmentation in such a way that
each user gets a smooth video stream from the streaming server. It takes
into account the transcoding time and the play time of the video segment.
As shown in Figure 3.2, once a video segment is sent for transcoding, the
next segment of the same stream is sent after some delay. In the figure, ’s’
stands for video segment.

The delay between two jobs during segmentation is based on the play
time of a video segment and the number of transcoded video frames of
the stream in the output buffer. If the transcoded frames are below certain
predefined lower threshold, the stream segmentation is performed with zero
delay. However, if the transcoded frames are above the threshold, the delay
for the next video segment is set equal to the play time of the previous job.

3.1.2 Distributed Video Transcoding

To perform distributed video transcoding, it is possible to build a transcoder
from scratch. However, using existing code library with some modifications
is more practical. The distributed video transcoder used to perform dif-
ferent experiments in this work is based on the open source FFMPEG 1

library. The original transcoder is modified using Message Passing Inter-
face (MPI) porgramming model. During video segmentation, a segment
header is attached to each video segment. This sequence header consists of
horizontal frame size, vertical frame size, aspect ratio, frame rate, bit rate,
Video Buffering Verifier (VBV), buffer size, and other sequence header in-

1http://www.ffmpeg.org/
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formation. All these parameters are required by the video transcoder. In
addition to these parameters, the stream ID and the segment ID are also
attached to help the video merger in identifying the segments. In paper V
and VI, different static segmentation methods for bit rate reduction and
spatial resolution reduction video transcoding are analysed.

3.1.3 Bit Rate Reduction Transcoding

A video encoder uses either Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or Variable Bit Rate
(VBR). In both cases, a compressed video requires bit rate adjustment dur-
ing transmission over a network. The bit rate adjustment may be required
due to limited network bandwidth, due to network congestion, or when a
user requires a video at lower bit rate. To reduce bit rate, video transcoding
is used. In bit rate reduction video transcoding, video quality is usually
degraded [18, 66, 72] while the frame rate and resolution remains the
same. Bit rate reduction is obtained with coarser quantization [54, 73, 79].
The coarser quantization results in an increase of the zero quantized coeffi-
cients and hence, less bits are required to store the video. To speed-up the
transcoding process, original motion vectors can be reused with motion vec-
tor refinement [19, 78]. In paper V, bit rate reduction video transcoding is
analyzed using static segmentation methods. The work demonstrates that
a MPI based transcoder is suitable to perform distributed video transcod-
ing. The segmentation of a video stream with a) equal size having unequal
number of intra frames and b) unequal size having equal number of intra
frames is performed. The paper also provides results for start-up time of a
video and the results indicate that, it is possible to get very short start-up
times with suitable video segmentation.

3.1.4 Spatial Resolution Reduction Transcoding

In spatial resolution reduction transcoding, both the frame resolution and
the bit rate are reduced. The main operation in this transcoding is to
downscale the transform blocks using averaging or some other suitable
method [48]. The spatial resolution reduction transcoding requires to calcu-
late new motion vectors from existing motion vectors using either motion
vector averaging, weighted mean, or median [48]. In paper VI, different
methods of video segmentation are analyzed to perform spatial resolution
reduction video transcoding. The main purpose is to analyze different static
segmentation methods to obtain speed-up in the transcoding process. The
segmentation methods which are analyzed include: (a) each segment has
equal size, (b) each segment has equal number of frames, and (c) each
segment has equal number of GOPs. To determine which segmentation
method is better, the standard deviation of the transcoding time is com-
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puted. The results indicate that equal number of GOPs approach for video
segmentation is more suitable among these three segmentation methods.

3.1.5 Related Works

A video codec such as H.264 has high computational complexity and transcod-
ing it into another codec requires high performance processing architecture.
Future video codecs such as High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) requires
more processing as compared with the H.264 [69]. Thus it is essential to
perform video processing in a parallel or distributed computing environ-
ment. This problem has been studied in the past few years [42]. A video
transcoding operation can be performed in parallel by using the data-level
decomposition or the task-level methods. The data-level parallelism of
video coding algorithms such as H.264 [70, 80] is further possible by using
either coarse-grain parallelism at the slice-level [36], frame-level [61] or
with fine-grain approach at macroblock level [51] and tile level [55]

Frame-level parallelism: In frame-level parallelism multiple frames can
be decoded at the same time provided that the inter frames dependencies
are satisfied [51]. It has been implemented in popular encoders and decoders
such as FFMPEG 2 and x264 3. The frame level parallelism may require
more memory. If there is high motion in a video then due to long motion
vectors, there is little parallelism. In addition to that, due to different
processing times of frames, the workload may be imbalanced. To perform
frame level parallelism in a cloud computing environemnt, the high latency
is a bottleneck. Therefore, this thesis did not used frame-level parallelism
approach.

Slice-level parallelism: A video frame may consist of a number of slices.
A slice is an independent unit in a frame [80]. The parallelism depends on
the total number of slices in a frame. A bitstream having only one slice per
frame will have no slice level parallelism [62]. The slice-level parallelism
is useful while the transcoding of a single frame is under consideration.
However, due to interframe dependencies, the slice-level parallelism has
very limited scalability. Therefore, it is not suitable for video transcoding
in a cloud computing environment.

Macroblock-level parallelism: Wavefront approach [75] can reconstruct
macroblocks in parallel provided that the macroblocks are independent.
Many-core architectures are suitable platforms for macroblock-level paral-
lelism [10]. However, entropy coding can only be parallelized at frame or
slice level [24]. As the macroblock-level parallelism has very high depen-
dencies and it is only suitable for many-core archtectures. Therefore, it is
not beneficial to use it in a distributed cloud computing environment.

2http://www.ffmpeg.org/
3http://x264.nl/
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Tiles-level parallelism: The new video coding standard HEVC 4 [56,
57, 69, 81] has tiles which can provide parallelism. With tiles the video
frame is divided in independent rectangular parts which can be coded in
paralell [34]. The title-level parallelism is not available in several existing
video codecs such as H.264 and MPEG-4. Therefore, this thesis did not
used it.

In [8] equal-partition scheme is used to parallelize motion estimation
of a video encoder using the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) pro-
gramming paradigm. To reduce the communication overheads, the frames
of a video are partitioned in overlapped fashion. However, this scheme may
send some unnecessary information which is undesirable. Communication
overheads in fine-grain parallel implementation of video coding algorithms
are substantial. As the number of processors grows, it becomes even more
challenging to keep scalability of the parallel video coding algorithms at
the same level [76, 29]. In terms of load balancing, Independence, scalabil-
ity, and the CPU utilization, GOP-level parallelism is suitable and it has
many advantages over other methods. Therefore, all papers of this the-
sis used the coarse-grain approach for data distribution and segmented a
video at GOP level. There exist several other works, which use the split and
merge approach at GOP level for video processing [58, 21]. However, none
of these works have compared different video segmentation mechanisms,
while the paper VI of this thesis analyzes different types of video segmen-
tation. In [58] authors propose a split and merge architecture to perform
video processing that reduces video encoding time by using dynamic pro-
visioning of virtual machines in a cloud. The paper provides a very general
overview of the split and merge operations in video processing. It also pro-
vides some results, which indicate that the video encoding is possible by
using split and merge approach and is faster as compared with the tradi-
tional video processing approaches. The paper did not provide any other
technical description about the split operation for different types of GOPs
such as open-GOP and closed-GOP. The paper also states that a frame
cannot co-exist in more than one part of the video. This indicates that
the authors are assuming that all videos have only closed-GOPs. However,
this assumption does not hold in reality. Most video standards do have
open-GOPs and due to interdependencies between frames, the splitting of
such videos is only possible by placing redundant frames in the neighboring
GOPs.

In [58, 21] authors refer to a term ”video fragments” which refers to
pieces of a video. While the papers of this thesis use the term ”video
segments” instead of ”video fragments”. Technically, a video fragment is
a small piece of a video file which can not be further divided into smaller

4http://www.vcodex.com/h265.html
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parts. While a video segment is a piece of video, which can be further
divided into smaller parts. In other words a video segment can be divided
further into fragments. In [35] a Hadoop-based cloud is used to perform
video transcoding. This paper is rather experimental and does not discuss
research issues such as resource allocation, admission control, storage and
computation trade-off in the cloud.

3.2 Resource Allocation and De-allocation

Since video transcoding workloads are known to vary dynamically with
time [28], it is challenging to have an accurate estimate of such workloads.
The resource allocation using static methods may lead to either over pro-
visioning or under provisioning of the resources. The over provisioning will
increase the system cost and underutilization of resources, while under pro-
visioning will cause poor performance with respect to QoS requirements.
One possible solution is to allocate resources dynamically based on the
workload. Paper I of this thesis presents dynamic resource allocation al-
gorithms, which are essential to provide cost-efficient video transcoding
service while maintaining satisfactory QoS.

In this work, an elastic cluster of video transcoding servers is used in
which VMs are added and removed on-demand. To provision and terminate
VMs, the target play rate and the video transcoding rate are taken into
account. The VM provisioning takes some time [15], to avoid deteriorated
performance, the resource allocation algorithms minimize oscillations in
number of VMs [82, 43]. The minimum oscillations are possible with a
delay in new VM allocation operations and terminating only those VMs
whose renting period is near to completion.

3.2.1 Resource Allocation

The resource allocation algorithm calculates the target play rate of all
streams and the total transcoding rate of all transcoding servers. Then
it obtains the predicted total transcoding rate from the load predictor. It
also takes into account the number of frames in the output buffer. More-
over, it checks if the target play rate exceeds the predicted transcoding rate
while the buffer size falls below its lower threshold. In this case it chooses
to allocate resources by provisioning one or more VMs. The resource al-
location algorithm is provided as algorithm 1 in paper I and IV of this
thesis.
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3.2.2 Resource De-allocation

The main goal of resource de-allocation algorithm is to terminate VMs,
which are underutilized. The algorithm takes the target play rate and total
transcoding rate of all streams in the system to make VM termination
decisions. It will terminate VMs if the predicted transcoding rate exceeds
the play rate and if the buffer has more frames than the upper threshold
value.

For cost-efficiency, the algorithm terminates only those servers, which
are near the completion of their renting period. The resource de-allocation
algorithm is provided as algorithm 2 in paper I and IV of this thesis.

3.2.3 Job Scheduling Based on the Shortest Queue Length

The proposed video transcoding architecture in the cloud computing envi-
ronment uses video segmentation at GOP level. After a video is segmented,
each segment is an independent unit and transcoded seperately. Consider
n non-preemptive transcoding jobs Ji (i=1,2,....,n) with transcoding times
Ti (i=1,2,....,n) to be transcoded on m identical virtual machines VM1,
VM2,.....,VMm. The jobs i=1,2,....,n also have precedence constraints.
These jobs are created by the spliter and the job scheduling is performed
based on queue length of individual transcoding servers. The precedence
constraints are maintained by both the spliter and the merger while job
scheduler and transcoding servers simply use FIFO policy. Figure 3.3
shows different jobs scheduling policies used for testing the resource allo-
cation algorithms.
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3.2.4 Load Prediction Models

The load prediction models are used to predict the system load in advance
based on the past load. The load prediction models such as [11, 12, 64] are
used to predict the load in web-based systems and can be used to predict
load for a transcoding service.

The two-step load prediction approach was proposed by Andreolini and
Casolari [11] to predict the load in real-time. It has a Load Tracker (LT)
and a Load Predictor (LP). The LT keeps regular view of load behavior
after filtering out the noise in the raw data [11]. The LT used in this work
is based on the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) model. The LP gets
input from LT and produces the future load value [11]. Andreolini and
Casolari [11] and Saripalli et al. [64] used linear regression of only two LT
values, which are the first and the last values in the past time window.
Ashraf et al. [16] used simple linear regression model [52], which takes into
account all LT values in the past time window. Paper I of this thesis adopts
Ashraf et al. [16] approach for load prediction.

3.2.5 Related Works

The dynamic allocation of resources is used in the context of different fields
of computer science such as operating systems, storage systems, network
systems, web based systems, and data centers. Ardagna et al. [13] worked
on capacity allocation algorithm and proposed a distributed algorithm to
manage SaaS cloud system. The proposed algorithm is used for capacity
allocation for different applications. The algorithm considers some param-
eters such as IaaS cost, SaaS provider’s revenues, and QoS requirements
of users in terms of response time of requests. The resource allocation
algorithm is based on the predicted future load for applications and per-
formance of VMs. The main aim of Ardagna’s work is to maximize the
profit. It considers the incoming workload and an average utiliztion of the
VMs. For a video transcoding service, the incoming workload is not a suit-
able parameter to make VM provisioning decisions. It is the target play
rate and the achieved transcoding rate which are more important. The
work presented in paper I of this thesis considers both the target play rate
and the achieved transcoding rate to make provisioning decisions. The
work on performance model approaches include TwoSpot [82], which aims
to reduce the platform dependency of applications in a PaaS cloud. The
proposed architecture is having front-end, app-server, controller, and mas-
ter. The front-end provides the similar services, which are provided by a
web server. The app-server works as an application container. The con-
troller is used to manage app-server instances and the master is used for
load balancing. The work supports automatic scaling and hosting of web
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applications. The scaling is based on Central Processing Unit (CPU) uti-
lization, memory utilization, number of running applications, and number
of requests per second. All these parameters are more suitable for web
applications to make resource allocation decisions. For a video transcod-
ing service, above parameters are not suitable to determine the number of
VMs required at a time. Hu et al. [40] worked on server allocation and job
scheduling algorithm. They proposed a heuristic based algorithm to deter-
mine the minimum number of servers required at a specific time, based on
parameters such as predicted arrival rate and service rate. Chieu et al. [25]
worked on an approach that scales servers for a web application based on
user sessions. Their approach uses a monitoring agent, which periodically
forwards number of active user sessions to the service monitor system. The
servers are provisioned if the number of active user sessions exceeds an up-
per threshold. A server is removed if it does not have active sessions. To
determine a suitable upper threshold value of the user sessions is the main
problem with this approach. Iqbal et al. [43] proposed a VM resource allo-
cation approach based on load prediction for read intensive multi-tier web
applications. The VM provisioning decisions are based on the CPU utiliza-
tion and response time of the requests. The proposed approach performs
a check after a certain time interval for under-utilized VMs and termi-
nates if it finds any under-utilized server. Dutreilh et al. [31] approach is
based on a fixed gain controller. The controller is used to scale-up and
scale-down VMs under varying loads. Their work is based on a comparison
of static threshold-based and reinforcement learning techniques. None of
these works covers the video transcoding in cloud computing while paper I
of this thesis covers resource allocation for video transcoding in the cloud.

3.3 Admission Control

The VM resource allocation allows to scale the transcoding service in a
cloud. However, the variation in transcoding load may cause servers to
be overloaded resulting in deteriorated service to the users. To avoid such
situations, paper II of this thesis provides a Stream Based Admission Con-
trol and Scheduling (SBACS) approach for elastic tier of video transcoding
servers. The scheme provides admission control on new incoming streams.
The admission control decisions are mainly based on the work load on
servers. A two-step load prediction mechanism is also used to predict the
load on servers [11]. The admission controller can accept new streams, re-
ject new streams, and defer new streams. The deferment is an act to delay
or postpone for some time. For admitted streams, the load balancer uses
temporal resolution reduction to prevent transcoding jitters.
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3.3.1 Stream-Based Admission Control with Per Stream Ad-
mission

SBACS implements a per stream admission control to prevent over-admission
of incoming streams. A server can have open, closed and overloaded states
for new incoming streams based on the load. The admission control algo-
rithm is provided as algorithm 1 in paper II of this thesis. The admission
algorithm is activated on the arrival of a new stream or when there is at
least one deferred transcoding request. If there is at least one open server
available then the stream is accepted for transcoding. A server is open if it
has less workload in its queue than a predefined lower threshold value.

3.3.2 Stream Deferment Mechanism

The stream deferment mechanism can be used in a scalable cluster of video
transcoding servers [16]. The admission controller uses deferment for new
incoming streams if it cannot find an open server. An entertainment server
accommodates the deferred streams and sends a wait message to the user.
All deferred streams have higher priority as compared with the new incom-
ing streams. The admission controller accepts the deferred streams as soon
as a server become less overloaded or new VMs are provisioned. The en-
tertainment server also has a maximum capacity limit for deferred streams
and if it cannot handle the streams then new streams are rejected.

3.3.3 Jitter Prevention

The admission control can restrict new incoming transcoding requests.
However, the server overloading is also possible with existing streams in case
of failure of VMs or variable computational requirements of video transcod-
ing operations. The proposed approach uses temporal resolution reduction
to prevent transcoding jitters in the existing admitted video streams. The
proposed algorithm for jitter prevention is provided as algorithm 2 in paper
II of this thesis. The jitter prevention algorithm uses the deadline and the
response time of individual jobs and takes appropriate actions to further
prevent starvation of jobs and overloading of servers. The job starvation is
encountered when a process is denied necessary resources. The outcome of
jobs starvation in a video transcoding service is jitter. The jitter in video
transcoding is the unavailability of video frames at user-end.

The jitter prevention is possible by dropping of frames, which signifi-
cantly reduces the transcoding time. It is also termed as temporal reso-
lution reduction [78]. Figure 3.4 shows the temporal resolution reduction
transcoding, where some B -type frames are dropped.

To prevent jitter in a stream, it computes the estimated delivery dead-
line EDj , the estimated response time ERj , and the estimated transcoding
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a) Compressed video frames

b) Compressed video frames after dropping some B type frames
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Figure 3.4: Temporal Resolution Reduction Video Transcoding

time ETj , of each transcoding job j. In case of deadline violation, a cer-
tain number of frames is dropped. The number of dropped frames is in
proportion to the degree of violation DVj . The degree of violation DVj is
computed by adding the current clock time currenttime and ERj and then
subtracting EDj

DVj = ERj + currenttime − EDj (3.1)

The dropping of frames is applied in two situations. First when a server
is overloaded and second when there is a deadline violation.

3.3.4 Related Works

Cherkasova and Phaal proposed an admission control approach [23] that
is based on the on-off control. It computes the server’s predicted load for
the next time interval from the server’s measured loads during a predefined
time interval. It then makes a decision to admit or reject new requests
during the time interval. Almeida et al. [9] proposed a joint resource al-
location and admission control approach for a cloud based environment
having virtualized platform. The VMs run web server applications. The
main objective is to dynamically adjust the VM capacity limit for new
load to get the maximum profit and to satisfy the customers’ QoS require-
ments. Chen et al. [22] proposed Admission Control based on Estimation
of Service (ACES) approach. The proposed approach admits requests on
the basis of processing time required by a request. In ACES, admission
is based on comparison of the available computation capacity and the de-
lay bound. Shaaban and Hillston [65] presented a Cost-Based Admission
Control (CBAC) approach, which is based on discount-charge model post-
poning user requests or charging more cost in a high load period. Ashraf et
al. [16] proposed a session-based adaptive admission control for VM, which
uses deferment mechanism and provides per session admission control [53].
Huang et al. [41] proposed two admission control schemes to enable Propor-
tional Delay Differentiated Service (PDDS) at the application level. Both
admission control schemes are augmented with a prediction mechanism.
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The prediction is used to predict the total maximum average waiting time
and maximum arrival rate for each priority class. The admission of incom-
ing requests is based on average arrival rate and average waiting time of
the user requests. All the above admission control approaches and other
related works do not focus on admission control for video transcoding. In
this thesis, the proposed work on admission control mainly focuses on video
transcoding service in the cloud computing.

3.4 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategy

In section II of paper I of this thesis, it is stated that the video reposi-
tory is used to store compressed videos. Furthermore, it states that after
each transcoding operation, a copy of transcoded video is stored for a cer-
tain amount of time, which is typically two to three weeks. Although,
transcoding a video as it is requested the first time and then to store it for
subsequent requests, will have low cost as compared with transcoding it on
each request. However, to store all transcoded videos for the same amount
of time is not a cost-efficient approach. To store an unpopular video for
longer times is wastage of disk space. There exists a trade-off between
computation cost and storage cost for a video transcoding service.

A cloud such as Amazon provides both computing and storage re-
sources. The computing resources include VMs, which are rented and
charged on hourly basis. The storage resources are rented and charged
on a monthly basis. The renting cost of computing resources is usually
high as compared with the storage resources.

Figure 3.5 shows storage cost of a video. Initially it is much lower
than the computation cost. However, with the passage of time, it becomes
higher than the computation cost. The proposed strategy in paper III of
this thesis estimates the equilibrium point for computation cost and the
storage cost, which indicates the time period for which a transcoded video
can be stored in the video repository.

3.4.1 Proposed Strategy

In this subsection, the proposed computation and storage cost trade-off
strategy is presented. Papers III and IV of this thesis also present the
strategy. The proposed computation and storage trade-off strategy relies
on simple calculations that give, for each transcoded video, a storage cost
based on the storage duration and a transcoding cost. It also takes into
account the popularity of individual transcoded videos. The estimated
computation cost and the estimated storage cost are used to calculate a
cost and popularity score Sτi for each transcoded video τi.
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In the proposed strategy, the storage cost SCτi of a transcoded video τi
is calculated as

SCτi =
V Smbτi
GBmb

∗ SCm
RPS

∗ SDτi (3.2)

where V Smbτi is the size of the transcoded video τi in megabytes, GBmb is
the megabytes to gigabytes conversion factor, SCm is the monthly storage
cost per 1 gigabytes of storage, RPS is the month to desired time unit
conversion factor, and SDτi is the length of the storage duration for the
transcoded video τi.

Similarly, the transcoding cost TCτi of a transcoded video τi is calcu-
lated as

TCτi = TTτi ∗
RCT
Hsec

(3.3)

Where TTτi is the transcoding time of τi, RCT is the renting cost of a
transcoding server per renting hour, and Hsec is the hour to seconds con-
version factor, which is used to normalize the computation cost to a per
second basis.

Whenever a transcoded video request arrives, the popularity score and
video cost are updated. The NSτi is the new cost and popularity score,
which is the ratio of transcoding cost and storage cost

NSτi =
TCτi
SCτi

(3.4)

Finally, the total cost and popularity score Sτi of a video τi is calculated
by accumulating the new cost and popularity score NSτi of the said video
over time. On certain time intervals, the proposed strategy checks if the
storage cost is higher than the product of transcoding cost and Sτi .

SCτi > TCτi ∗ Sτi (3.5)

If the storage cost is higher, then the transcoded video is removed from
the video repository.
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3.4.2 Related Works

The work on computation and storage trade-off strategy for video transcod-
ing in a cloud computing environment is new. However, there exists some
related works in the area of cost-efficient computation and storage trade-off
analysis. Adams et al. [6] worked on trading storage for computation to get
maximum efficiency. Some result specific factors such as odds and frequency
of reuse, reuse lead time, rebuild time, and miss penalty are highlighted in
their work. Furthermore, their work also highlights some marginal cost
factors including cost of storage, cost of network and cost of computation.
These factors can be used to obtain the computation and storage trade-
offs. However, their work did not propose any computation and storage
cost trade-off strategy. Deelman et al. [30] studied the computation cost
and storage cost trade-off for a data-intensive astronomy application us-
ing the Amazon EC2 5 and the Amazon S3 6 fee structure. Their work
showed that the cloud offers a cost-efficient solution for data-intensive ap-
plications. This is to store popular datasets in the cloud while re-compute
unpopular data-sets on-demand. Their work did not explore several aspects
such as the startup cost of application in a cloud, as well as security and
data privacy in a cloud. Furthermore, they did not provided any strategy
for computation cost and storage cost in the cloud. Nectar system [37]
automates the computation and data management in a data-center. In
Nectar system, derived datasets are produced as the results of computa-
tions. A derived dataset can be stored for future use or can be regenerated
on-demand. To avoid unnecessary computation for regenerating a derived
dataset, all derived datasets are cached. When the storage space reaches
a predefined upper threshold, some less important datasets are removed to
free disk space. Nectar system considers the elapsed time of the dataset, the
size, the number of times it has been used, and its cumulative computation
time. Those datasets are removed, which have the largest cost-to-benefit
ratio. Nectar system’s proposed computation and storage trade-off strategy
is not designed to reduce the total cost of storage and computation. Yuan
et al. [85] proposed a Cost Transitive Tournament Shortest Path (CTT-SP)
algorithm to obtain the best computation and storage cost trade-off. Yuan
et al. [84] also proposed a cost rate based storage strategy [83, 86], which
compares storage cost rate and computation cost rate of datasets to decide
storage status of a dataset. In contrast, the work in this thesis estimates
an equilibrium point on the time axis where the computation cost and the
storage cost of a transcoded video become equal. Moreover, it estimates
video popularity of the individual transcoded videos to differentiate pop-
ular videos. The existing strategies were originally proposed for scientific

5http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
6http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
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datasets and to the best of my knowledge, there is currently no existing
computation and storage trade-off strategy for video transcoding service in
the cloud. The difference of application domain may play a vital role when
determining cost-efficiency of the existing strategies. Therefore, some of
the existing strategies may have limited efficacy and little cost-efficiency
for video transcoding. . Kathpa et al. [45] analyzed Compute vs. Storage
Trade-off for transcoded videos and developed an elimination metric. Their
work mainly focuses on the effect of elimination metric by different parame-
ters such as video resolution, codec and container. In the experiments, they
used relatively short duration videos and assumed that popularity is the
same across the videos. The assumption for same popularity does not hold
in reality for different videos. The work in papers III and IV of this thesis
is based on the realistic load pattern and do not make such assumptions.
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Chapter 4

Description of Papers

The contribution of the thesis is described in the context of the individual
research papers, which are presented in part II of this thesis. In this chapter,
a summary of the original publications along with the description of the
author’s contribution is provided.

4.1 Overview of the Papers

4.1.1 Paper I: Prediction-Based Dynamic Resource Alloca-
tion for Video Transcoding in Cloud Computing

In this paper, a novel approach to perform video transcoding in cloud com-
puting is demonstrated along with VM provisioning algorithms. A cloud
has VMs, which represent computing resources in a distributed comput-
ing environment. The proposed resource allocation approach for video
transcoding is based on video segmentation at the GOP level. The video
segmentation at GOP level is used to share VM resources among several
video streams. As the user load may vary at different times, the approach
provides a resource allocation and a resource de-allocation algorithm. The
resource allocation algorithm is mainly used to provision VMs at peak load
hours in order to provide efficient transcoding service. The resource de-
allocation algorithm is used to terminate the VM resources at off-peak hours
while there are less transcoding requests. Both resource allocation and de-
allocation algorithms use a two-step load prediction method. The two-step
load prediction method is based on load tracking using EMA method and
load prediction by using a simple linear regression method. To demon-
strate the proposed approach, a discrete-event simulation is used involving
two different load patterns.

Author’s contribution The basic idea presented in this paper was ini-
tially developed jointly by both co-authors Fareed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf
while Fareed Jokhio was working as a PhD student under the supervision
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of Professor Johan Lilius and Dr. Sébastien Lafond. Both co-authors were
responsible for developing this idea. Fareed Jokhio is the main author of
this paper. The paper was written jointly by both co-authors Fareed Jokhio
and Adnan Ashraf.

4.1.2 Paper II: Stream-Based Admission Control and Schedul-
ing for Video Transcoding in Cloud Computing

This paper provides an admission control approach for new streams in a
cloud based video transcoding service. The approach uses load on servers’
queues to determine their states. The possible states of servers are open,
closed and overloaded. In open state, the servers can accept new streams
while in the other case, new streams are deferred for some time. To handle
deferred streams, an entertainment server is used, which also has a max-
imum capacity. In case the entertainment server is unable to handle the
deferred streams, the new streams are rejected. The work also includes a
job scheduling approach, which uses temporal resolution reduction video
transcoding to avoid server overloading and transcoding jitter. The video
segmentation at GOP level is used for better load balancing and efficient
sharing of VMs in a cloud based environment. The results indicate that
the proposed approach provides a trade-off between cost and QoS. By hav-
ing a check on stream admission, the server overloading is avoided and
transcoding jitter is also reduced.

Author’s contribution The basic idea presented in this paper was
initially developed jointly by co-authors Adnan Ashraf, Fareed Jokhio and
Tewodros Deneke. Fareed Jokhio was working as a PhD student under the
supervision of Professor Johan Lilius and Dr. Sébastien Lafond. All co-
authors were responsible for developing this idea. The paper was written
jointly by co-authors Adnan Ashraf and Fareed Jokhio.

4.1.3 Paper III: A Computation and Storage Trade-off Strat-
egy for Cost-Efficient Video Transcoding in the Cloud

In a cloud based video transcoding service, there are original videos and
transcoded videos. Transcoded videos are obtained after applying the
transcoding operation. A transcoded video can be stored for future re-
quests or can be transcoded on-demand. The amount of data available in
a video is huge and storing an unpopular transcoded video for a longer
time may not be cost-efficient. As video transcoding is a compute-intensive
operation, transcoding a popular video for each request will have a very
high computation cost. This work presents a computation and storage cost
trade-off strategy for transcoded videos in a cloud computing environment.
The strategy is based on the computation and storage cost and the popular-
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ity of the videos. It finds an optimal point for each transcoded video, which
tells how long a transcoded video should be stored in the video repository.
The proposed approach is demonstrated in a discrete-event simulation us-
ing realistic and semi-synthetic load patters. The proposed strategy is also
compared with the existing intuitive strategies and the simulation results
indicate that the proposed strategy is more cost-efficient as compared with
two other intuitive strategies.

Author’s contribution The basic idea presented in this paper was
initially developed jointly by co-authors Fareed Jokhio and Dr. Sébastien
Lafond. Fareed Jokhio was working as a PhD student under the supervision
of Professor Johan Lilius and Dr. Sébastien Lafond. Fareed Jokhio and Ad-
nan Ashraf were responsible for developing the idea and developed software
simulations and conducted experiments. Fareed Jokhio is the main author
of this paper. The paper was written jointly by both co-authors Fareed
Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf.

4.1.4 Paper IV: Cost-efficient dynamically scalable video
transcoding in cloud computing

This paper expands the work presented in the papers I and III of this thesis.
The resource allocation algorithm presented in the paper I is improved. In
addition to transcoding rate and play rate of video streams, the queue
loads of transcoding servers are also taken into account to make resource
allocation decisions. The job scheduling policy for transcoding servers is
also replaced with an improved job scheduling policy. The work presented
in the paper III is expanded and the calculation of cost and popularity score
is demonstrated by an algorithm. The algorithm is provided as algorithm
3 in the paper IV of this thesis. The popularity score reduction and the
procedure of the removal of a video is also demonstrated using an algorithm.
The algorithm is provided as algorithm 4 in paper IV.

Author’s contribution The basic idea presented in this paper was
initially developed jointly by co-authors Fareed Jokhio, Dr. Sébastien La-
fond and Adnan Ashraf. Fareed Jokhio was working as a PhD student
under the supervision of Professor Johan Lilius and Dr. Sébastien Lafond.
Fareed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf were responsible for developing the idea
and developed software simulations and conducted experiments. Fareed
Jokhio is the main author of this paper. The paper was written jointly by
both co-authors Fareed Jokhio and Adnan Ashraf.
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4.1.5 Paper V: Bit Rate Reduction Video Transcoding with
Distributed Computing

This paper presents an approach to perform bit rate reduction transcoding
by video segmentation. A MPI-based programming model is used to create
a video transcoder, which can work in a distributed computing environment
and on a multi-core system as well. The video segmentation is performed at
GOPs level, which provides significant gain in terms of execution speed-up.
The proposed approach is evaluated on a multi-core system with two differ-
ent video segmentation strategies. The results indicate that the proposed
parallelization approach provides a gain in execution time with acceptable
video quality.

Author’s contribution The basic idea presented in this paper was
initially developed jointly by both co-authors Fareed Jokhio and Tewodros
Deneke while Fareed Jokhio was working as a PhD student under the super-
vision of Professor Johan Lilius and Dr. Sébastien Lafond. Both co-authors
were responsible for developing this idea. Fareed Jokhio is the main author
of this paper. The paper was written jointly by both co-authors Fareed
Jokhio and Tewodros Deneke.

4.1.6 Paper VI: Analysis of Video Segmentation for Spatial
Resolution Reduction Video Transcoding

In this paper, three different video segmentation strategies are analyzed
to perform spatial resolution reduction video transcoding. A MPI-based
distributed transcoder is used in which video segmentation is performed at
GOPs level. The segmentation strategies used in this work are: (1) each
segment has equal size, (2) each segment has equal number of frames, and
(3) each segment has equal number of GOPs. The results indicates that
the performance of equal number of GOPs segmentation strategy is better
as compared with two other segmentation strategies.

Author’s contribution The basic idea presented in this paper was
initially developed jointly by both co-authors Fareed Jokhio and Tewodros
Deneke while Fareed Jokhio was working as a PhD student under the super-
vision of Professor Johan Lilius and Dr. Sébastien Lafond. Both co-authors
were responsible for developing this idea. Fareed Jokhio is the main author
of this paper. The paper was written jointly by both co-authors Fareed
Jokhio and Tewodros Deneke.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

As mentioned in section 1.1, the first goal of this thesis was to analyze
video segmentation methods for video transcoding in a distributed cloud
computing environment. In papers V and VI, different video segmentation
methods are analyzed for various video transcoding mechanisms. The anal-
ysis of video start-up time is provided in paper V. The paper states that
a dynamic video segmentation method can be used to achieve very short
video start-up time.

The second goal of this thesis was to analyze cost-efficient VM pro-
visioning algorithms. Paper I of this thesis present prediction based dy-
namic resource allocation and de-allocation algorithms. The algorithms
take into account the accumulative transcoding rate and play rate of all
video streams. To obtain the achievable throughput, underutilized servers
are terminated by the resource de-allocation algorithm.

The third goal of this thesis was to avoid server overloading by applying
admission control. Paper II presents a stream based admission control
algorithm with deferment mechanism. If all the servers are in closed states
and unable to accept new transcoding requests then the admission control
uses an entertainment server, which suspends the new incoming transcoding
requests. New requests are rejected if the entertainment server is also in
closed state.

The results in paper II of this thesis indicate that there were zero re-
jected streams. The work in paper II of this thesis also includes a job
scheduling algorithm, which is used to avoid transcoding jitter. The jitter
avoidance is performed by dropping frames. Furthermore, the results in
paper II of this thesis indicate that the transcoding jitter is reduced. If
the jitter is avoided by dropping frames, then there is a trade-off between
the number of dropped frames and the cost of server provisioning. In the
experiments, a limited number of frames were dropped to get the reduced
transcoding jitter.
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Figure 5.1: Relationship of the Previous Publications

The fourth and final goal of this thesis was to avoid repetition of
transcoding operations by storing a transcoded video as long as it is cost-
efficient to store it. Paper III provides a cost-efficient computation and
storage trade-off strategy. The proposed strategy checks and removes a
transcoded video if it is expensive to keep the transcoded video in the repos-
itory. Further improvements are possible by using heuristic techniques to
determine which transcoded videos will be removed and removing those
transcoded videos even before the point in time obtained by the proposed
computation and storage trade-off strategy.

Figure 5.1 shows the relationship of the original publications that are
attached in part II of this thesis. Papers I, II, III, and IV describe the video
transcoding in the cloud computing environment while papers V and VI
presents the work on video segmentation and distributed video transcoding
using an MPI based video transcoder. Paper I includes the basic idea of the
system architecture of a cloud based video transcoding service. It provides
algorithms for allocation and de-allocation of VMs. The work presented
in paper I is further extended in paper II, which includes the evaluation
of stream level admission control algorithm to restrict new transcoding
requests in order to avoid the overloading of servers during high load. A
job scheduling algorithm is also provided to minimize transcoding jitters.
Paper III of this thesis extends the work presented in paper I and provides a
computation and storage cost trade-off strategy, which determines how long
a transcoded video can be stored or how often it can be transcoded. Paper
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IV is an extension of paper I and III. This paper includes improved resource
allocation and de-allocation algorithms and the proposed computation and
storage cost based trade-off strategy. Finally papers V and VI include the
work on video segmentation methods for video transcoding mechanisms.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

To perform efficient video transcoding in a cloud computing environment,
a GOP level video segmentation approach was adopted. As the load condi-
tions may change at different times, the proposed approach uses an elastic
computing environment in a cloud where VM resources can be provisioned
on-demand. The VM allocation algorithms are provided to scale video
transcoding service in an IaaS cloud. The resource allocation algorithms
use a two-step load prediction method. The load prediction uses a load
tracker using EMA method, which provides a smooth trend of the load and
a linear regression model for predicting the future load. The proposed VM
allocation approach is demonstrated with a discrete-event simulation using
two different experiments having synthetic load patterns. The experimen-
tal results indicate that the proposed approach provides cost-efficient VM
allocation.

The resource allocation work is augmented with a stream-based admis-
sion control. The admission control is essential in bursty load conditions
where servers overloading can degrade the QoS requirements of end-users.
The admission control decisions are based on the transcoding servers’ queue
load. A server becomes closed for new streams if its queue loads exceeds
a predefined upper-threshold value. As the resource allocation is possible
in a cloud computing environment, the admission control approach uses a
deferment mechanism instead of directly rejecting new incoming requests.
To handle deferred requests, an entertainment server is used. The enter-
tainment server also has an upper limit of handling deferred requests. If
it exceeds that limit, the new streams are rejected. The admission control
can restrict the new coming streams, but the existing load may also cause
the server to overload in case of failure of one or more VM resources. To
handle such situations, a jitter preventation algorithm is also provided. The
transcoding jitter is avoided with a frame dropping scheme. The proposed
admission control approach and job scheduling algorithm are demonstrated
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with a discrete-event simulation using different synthetic load patterns.
The results show that the proposed approach provides a good trade-off be-
tween cost and QoS. The approach prevents servers overloading and reduces
transcoding jitter.

The work also includes a computation cost and storage cost trade-off
strategy for video transcoding in a cloud. The proposed strategy is based
on the computation cost of a transcoded video, its storage cost, and pop-
ularity. It is cost-efficient to store popular transcoded videos and perform
on-demand transcoding for unpopular transcoded videos. The proposed
strategy helps in making decisions on how long a transcoded video should
be stored or how frequently it should be transcoded. A discrete-event
simulation is used to demonstrate the proposed strategy. For the sake of
comparison, the proposed strategy is compared with two existing intuitive
strategies. The results show that the proposed strategy is more cost-efficient
as compared with the two intuitive strategies.

This thesis also proposes video segmentation strategies for bit rate re-
duction and spatial resolution reduction video transcoding. The evalu-
ation of the proposed strategies is performed using an MPI-based video
transcoder.

The future work of this thesis includes a better computation cost and
storage cost trade-off strategy, which uses either prediction or lotteries to
remove a video even before the equilibrium point to save storage cost. The
storage locality of the transcoded videos is also another open problem.
A video, which is more frequently accessed in a certain region, needs to
be stored on a nearby storage server. There is a clear trade-off between
the network bandwidth and the storage of the multiple copies of the same
transcoded video on different locations. A better resource allocation policy
can also be developed by taking into account some parameters such as
number of transcoding requests, CPU and memory utilization, I/O load of
the system. Some other research issues such as failure of components, and
network congestion can also be a potential future work of this thesis. In
addition, the optimal size of a GOP for a system as a whole to provide the
best quality and user experience under different load patterns and video
qualities can also be analyzed.
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Abstract

Video transcoding of a large number of on-demand videos requires a large scale
cluster of transcoding servers. Moreover, storage of multiple transcoded versions
of each source video requires a large amount of disk space. Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS) clouds provide virtual machines (VMs) for creating a dynami-
cally scalable cluster of servers. Likewise, a cloud storage service may be used
to store a large number of transcoded videos. Moreover, it may be possible to
reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for computation, or vice versa. In
this paper, we present prediction-based dynamic resource allocation algorithms to
scale on-demand video transcoding service on a given IaaS cloud. The proposed
algorithms provide mechanisms for allocation and deallocation of VMs to a dy-
namically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers in a horizontal fashion. We
also present a computation and storage trade-off strategy for cost-efficient video
transcoding in the cloud called cost and popularity score based strategy. The pro-
posed strategy estimates computation cost, storage cost, and video popularity of
individual transcoded videos and then uses this information to make decisions on
how long a video should be stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded
from a given source video. The proposed algorithms and the trade-off strategy are
demonstrated in a discrete-event simulation and are empirically evaluated using a
realistic load pattern.

Keywords: Video transcoding, dynamic resource allocation, computation and
storage trade-off, cost-efficiency, cloud computing
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1 Introduction
With an ever increasing number of digital videos delivered everyday via the Inter-
net, the number of video formats and video codecs used for digital video repre-
sentation are also increasing rapidly. Moreover, since video streaming of a large
number of videos requires a lot of server-side resources, digital videos are of-
ten stored and transmitted in compressed formats to conserve storage space and
communication bandwidth. With the emergence of a large number of video com-
pression techniques and packaging formats, such as MPEG-4 [32] and H.264 [33],
the diversity of digital video content representation has grown even faster. How-
ever, for a client-side device, it is practically impossible to support all the existing
video formats. Therefore, an unsupported format needs to be converted into one
of the supported formats before the video could be played on the device.

The process of converting a compressed digital video from one format to an-
other format is termed as video transcoding [31]. It may involve extracting video
and audio tracks from the file container, decoding the tracks, down-scaling frame-
size, dropping of frames, reducing bit-rate by applying coarser quantization, en-
coding the audio and video tracks into a suitable format, and packing those tracks
into a new container. Since video transcoding is a compute-intensive operation,
transcoding of a large number of on-demand videos requires a large scale clus-
ter of transcoding servers. Similarly, storage of multiple transcoded versions of
each source video requires a large amount of disk space. Moreover, in order to be
able to handle different load conditions in a cost-efficient manner, the cluster of
transcoding servers should be dynamically scalable.

Cloud computing provides theoretically infinite computing and storage re-
sources, which can be provisioned in an on-demand fashion under the pay-per-
use business model [4]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds, such as Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)1, provide Virtual Machines (VMs) for creating a
dynamically scalable cluster of servers. Likewise, a cloud storage service may be
used to store a large number of transcoded videos. Determining the number of
VMs and the amount of storage to provision from an IaaS cloud is an important
problem. The exact number of VMs and the exact amount of storage needed at
a specific time depend on the incoming load from service users and their perfor-
mance requirements.

In a cloud environment, a video transcoding operation can be performed in
several different ways. For example, it is possible to map an entire video stream
on a dedicated VM. However, it requires a large number of VMs to transcode sev-
eral simultaneous streams. Moreover, transcoding of high-definition (HD) video
streams may require a lot of time, which may violate the client-side performance
requirements of the desired play rate [9]. Another approach is to split the video
streams into smaller segments and then transcode them independently of one an-
other [19]. In this approach, one VM can be used to transcode a large number of

1http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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video segments belonging to different video streams. Moreover, video segments
of a particular stream can be transcoded on multiple VMs.

In this paper, we present prediction-based dynamic resource allocation and
deallocation algorithms [22] to scale video transcoding service on a given IaaS
cloud in a horizontal fashion. The proposed algorithms allocate and deallocate
VMs to a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding servers. We use a two-
step load prediction method [2], which predicts the video transcoding rate a few
steps ahead in the future to allow proactive resource allocation under soft realtime
constraints. For cost-efficiency, we share VM resources among multiple video
streams. The sharing of the VM resources is based on video segmentation, which
splits the streams into smaller segments that can be transcoded independently of
one another [22]. We also investigate the computation and storage cost trade-off
for video transcoding in the cloud and present a cost-efficient strategy called cost
and popularity score based strategy [21]. The proposed strategy estimates compu-
tation cost, storage cost, and video popularity of individual transcoded videos and
then uses this information to make decisions on how long a video should be stored
or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from its source video. The objective
is to reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for computation, or vice versa.
Thus, the paper makes two contributions: (1) proactive resource allocation and
deallocation algorithms to scale video transcoding service on a given IaaS cloud;
and (2) a computation and storage cost trade-off strategy for video transcoding
in cloud computing. It extends the works published in [20], [21], and [22] and
provides an extended evaluation. The proposed algorithms and the trade-off strat-
egy are demonstrated in discrete-event simulations and are empirically evaluated
using a realistic load pattern.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 presents the system architecture of an on-
demand video transcoding service and sets the context for the proposed dynamic
resource allocation algorithms and the proposed trade-off strategy. Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed algorithms. The proposed trade-off strategy is presented in
Section 4. Section 5 describes experimental design and presents the results of the
experimental evaluation. In Section 6, we discuss important related works before
concluding in Section 7.

2 System Architecture

The system architecture of the cloud-based on-demand video transcoding service
is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a streaming server, a video splitter, a video
merger, a video repository, a dynamically scalable cluster of transcoding servers,
a load balancer, a master controller, and a load predictor. The video requests and
responses are routed through the streaming server. It uses an output video buffer,
which temporarily stores the transcoded videos at the server-side. Our resource
allocation algorithms are designed to avoid over and underflow of the video buffer.
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Figure 1: System architecture of the cloud-based on-demand video transcoding
service

The overflow occurs if the video transcoding rate exceeds the video play rate and
the capacity of the buffer. Likewise, the buffer underflow may occur when the
play rate exceeds the transcoding rate, while the buffer does not contain enough
frames either to avoid the underflow situation. Since the main focus of this paper
is on video transcoding, we assume that the streaming server is not a bottleneck.

The video streams in certain compressed formats are stored in the video repos-
itory. The streaming server accepts video requests from users and checks if the
required video is available in the video repository. If it finds the video in the de-
sired format and resolution, it starts streaming the video. However, if it finds that
the requested video is stored only in another format or resolution than the one de-
sired by the user, it sends the video for segmentation and subsequent transcoding.
Then, as soon as it receives the transcoded video from the video merger, it starts
streaming the video.

After each transcoding operation, the computation and storage trade-off strat-
egy determines if the transcoded video should be stored in the video repository
or not. Moreover, if a transcoded video is stored, then the trade-off strategy also
determines the duration for which the video should be stored. Therefore, it al-
lows us to trade computation for storage or vice versa in order to reduce the total
operational cost and to improve performance of the transcoding service.

The video splitter splits the video streams into smaller segments called jobs,
which are placed into the job queue. A compressed video consists of three
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different types of frames namely, I-frames (intracoded frames), P-frames (pre-
dicted frames), and B-frames (bi-directional predicted frames). Due to inter-
dependencies among different types of frames, the video splitting or segmentation
is performed at the key frames, which are always I-frames. An I-frame followed
by P and B frames is termed as a group of pictures (GOP). GOPs represent atomic
units that can be transcoded independently of one another [22]. Video segmenta-
tion at GOP level is discussed in more detail in [19] and [23].

The load balancer employs a task assignment policy, which distributes load on
the transcoding servers. In other words, it decides when and to which transcoding
server a transcoding job should be sent. It maintains a configuration file, which
contains information about transcoding servers that perform the transcoding oper-
ations. As a result of the dynamic resource allocation and deallocation operations,
the configuration file is often updated with new information. The load balancer
serves the jobs in FIFO (First In, First Out) order. It implements one or more
job scheduling policies, such as, the shortest queue length policy, which selects a
transcoding server with the shortest queue length and the shortest queue waiting
time policy, which selects a transcoding server with the least queue waiting time.

The actual transcoding is performed by the transcoding servers. They get com-
pressed video segments, perform the required transcoding operations, and return
the transcoded video segments for merging. A transcoding server runs on a dy-
namically provisioned VM. Each transcoding server processes one or more simul-
taneous jobs. When a transcoding job arrives at a transcoding server, it is placed
in the server’s queue from where it is subsequently processed.

The master controller acts as the main controller and the resource allocator.
It implements prediction-based dynamic resource allocation and deallocation al-
gorithms, as described in Section 3. It also implements one or more computation
and storage trade-off strategies, such as the proposed cost and popularity score
based strategy, which is presented in Section 4. In our approach, the resource
allocation and deallocation is mainly based on the target play rate of the video
streams and the predicted transcoding rate of the transcoding servers. For load
prediction, the master controller uses load predictor, which predicts future load on
the transcoding servers. The video merger merges the transcoded jobs into video
streams, which form video responses. Our load prediction approach is described
in detail in [7] and [22]. It consists of a load tracker and a load predictor [2]. We
use exponential moving average (EMA) for the load tracker and a simple linear
regression model [26] for the load predictor.

3 Proactive VM Allocation Algorithms

In this section, the proposed dynamic VM allocation and deallocation algorithms
for video transcoding in the cloud are presented. The objective is to reduce the
over and under allocation of resources while satisfying the client-side performance
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requirements. For the sake of clarity, the concepts used in the algorithms and their
notation are summarized in Table 1. The algorithms implement proactive control,
which uses a two-step load prediction approach [2] in which the current and the
past system load is tracked to predict the future system load. The predicted system
load is then used to make decisions on the allocation and deallocation of VMs to a
dynamically scalable cluster of transcoding servers. Moreover, a fixed minimum
number of transcoding servers is always maintained, which represents the base
capacity NB.

On discrete-time intervals, the master controller obtains the play rate of all
video streams and adds them together to get the total target play rate PR(t). It then
obtains the video transcoding rate from each transcoding server and calculates the
total transcoding rate TR(t). Moreover, for proactive VM allocation, it uses load
predictor to predict the total transcoding rate T̂R(t) a few steps ahead in the future.

The algorithms are designed to be cost-efficient while minimizing potential os-
cillations in the number of VMs [34]. This is desirable because, in practice, provi-
sioning of a VM takes a few minutes [5], [6]. Therefore, oscillations in the number
of VMs may lead to deteriorated performance. Moreover, since some contempo-
rary IaaS providers, such as Amazon EC2, charge on hourly basis, oscillations
will result in a higher provisioning cost. Therefore, the algorithms counteract os-
cillations by delaying new VM allocation operations until previous VM allocation
operations have been realized [18]. Furthermore, for cost-efficiency, the deallo-
cation algorithm terminates only those VMs whose renting period approaches its
completion.

3.1 VM Allocation Algorithm
The VM allocation algorithm is given as Algorithm 1. The first two steps deal with
the calculation of the target play rate PR(t) of all streams and the total transcoding
rate TR(t) of all transcoding servers (lines 3–7). The algorithm then obtains the
predicted total transcoding rate T̂R(t) from the load predictor (line 8). Moreover,
to avoid underflow of the output video buffer that temporarily stores transcoded
jobs at the server-side, it considers the size of the output video buffer BS(t). If
the target play rate exceeds the predicted transcoding rate while the buffer size
BS(t) falls below its lower thresholdBL (line 9), the algorithm chooses to allocate
resources by provisioning one or more VMs (line 10). The number of VMs to
provision NP (t) is calculated as follows

NP (t) =

⌈
PR(t)− T̂R(t)

TR(t)
|S(t)|

⌉
(1)

where |S(t)| is the number of transcoding servers at time t. The VM allocation al-
gorithm also takes into account the number of jobs waiting in the servers’ queues.
It checks the average queue length of all servers avgQJobs(t) and if the aver-
age queue length is above a predefined maximum upper threshold MAXQLUT
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Table 1: Summary of concepts and their notation for VM allocation algorithms
Notation Description

avgQJobs(t) average queue length of all servers at discrete-time t
countover(t) over allocation count at t
NP (t) number of servers to provision at t based on PR(t) and T̂R(t)
NPQ

(t) number of servers to provision at t based on avgQJobs(t)
NT (t) number of servers to terminate at t
PR(t) sum of target play rates of all streams at t
S(t) set of transcoding servers at t
Sp(t) set of newly provisioned servers at t
Sc(t) servers close to completion of renting period at t
St(t) servers selected for termination at t
TR(t) total transcoding rate of all servers at t
T̂R(t) predicted total transcoding rate of all servers at t
RT (s, t) remaining time of server s at t with respect to renting hour
V (t) set of video streams at t

BL buffer size lower threshold in megabytes
BS(t) size of the output video buffer in megabytes
BU buffer size upper threshold in megabytes
CT over allocation count threshold
jobCompletion job completion delay
MAXQLUT maximum queue length upper threshold
NB number of servers to use as base capacity
RTL remaining time lower threshold
RTU remaining time upper threshold
startUp server startup delay

calcNP () calculate the value of NP (t)
calcNT () calculate the value of NT (t)
calcQNP () calculate the value of NPQ

(t) based on queue length
calRT (s, t) calculate the value of RT (s, t)
delay(d) delay for duration d
getPR() get PR(t) from video merger
getTR(s) get transcoding rate of server s
getT̂R() get T̂R(t) from load predictor
provision(n) provision n servers
select(n) select n servers for termination
sort(S) sort servers S on remaining time
terminate(S) terminate servers S
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(line 12), it chooses to provision one or more servers (line 13). In this case, the
number of VMs to provision NPQ

(t) is calculated as follows

NPQ
(t) =

⌈
avgQJobs(t)

MAXQLUT

⌉
(2)

The algorithm then provisions NP (t) + NPQ
(t) VMs, which are added to the

cluster of transcoding servers (lines 20–21). To minimize potential oscillations
due to unnecessary VM allocations, the algorithm adds a delay for the VM startup
time (line 22). Furthermore, it ensures that the total number of VMs |S(t)| does
not exceed the total number of video streams |V (t)|. The algorithm adjusts the
number of VMs to provision NP (t) if |S(t)| + NP (t) exceeds |V (t)| (lines 16–
18). This is desirable because the transcoding rate of a video on a single VM is
usually higher than the required play rate.

Algorithm 1 VM allocation algorithm
1: while true do
2: NP (t) := 0, NPQ

(t) := 0
3: PR(t) := getPR()
4: TR(t) := 0
5: for sεS(t) do
6: TR(t) := TR(t) + getTR(s)
7: end for
8: T̂R(t) := getT̂R(TR(t))
9: if T̂R(t) < PR(t) ∧BS(t) < BL then

10: NP (t) := calcNP ()
11: end if
12: if avgQJobs(t) > MAXQLUT then
13: NPQ

(t) := calcQNP ()
14: end if
15: NP (t) := NP (t) +NPQ

(t)
16: if |S(t)|+NP (t) > |V (t)| then
17: NP (t) := |V (t)| − |S(t)|
18: end if
19: if NP (t) ≥ 1 then
20: Sp(t) := provision(NP (t))
21: S(t) := S(t) ∪ Sp(t)
22: delay(startUp)
23: end if
24: end while
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3.2 VM Deallocation Algorithm
The VM deallocation algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The main objective
of the algorithm is to minimize the VM provisioning cost, which is a function of
the number of VMs and time. Thus, it terminates any redundant VMs as soon as
possible. Moreover, to avoid overflow of the output video buffer, it considers the
size of the output video buffer BS(t). After obtaining the target play rate PR(t)
and the predicted total transcoding rate T̂R(t) (lines 2–7), the algorithm makes
a comparison. If T̂R(t) exceeds PR(t) while the buffer size BS(t) exceeds its
upper threshold BU (line 8), it may choose to deallocate resources by terminating
one or more VMs. However, to minimize unnecessary oscillations, it deallocates
resources only when the buffer overflow situation persists for a predetermined
minimum amount of time.

Algorithm 2 VM deallocation algorithm
1: while true do
2: PR(t) := getPR()
3: TR(t) := 0
4: for sεS(t) do
5: TR(t) := TR(t) + getTR(s)
6: end for
7: T̂R(t) := getT̂R(TR(t))
8: if T̂R(t) > PR(t) ∧BS(t) > BU ∧ countover(t) > CT then
9: for sεS(t) do

10: RT (s, t) := calRT (s, t)
11: end for
12: Sc(t) := {∀sεS(t)|RT (s, t) < RTU ∧RT (s, t) > RTL}
13: if |Sc(t)| ≥ 1 then
14: NT (t) := calcNT ()
15: NT (t) := min(NT (t), |Sc(t)|)
16: if NT (t) ≥ 1 then
17: sort(Sc(t))
18: St(t) := select(NT (t))
19: S(t) := S(t) \ St(t)
20: delay(jobCompletion)
21: terminate(St(t))
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while

In the next step, the algorithm calculates the remaining time of each transcod-
ing server RT (s, t) with respect to the completion of the renting period (lines 9–
11). It then checks if there are any transcoding servers whose remaining time is
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less than the predetermined upper threshold of remaining timeRTU and more than
the lower threshold of remaining time RTL (line 12). The objective is to terminate
only those servers whose renting period is close to the completion, while exclud-
ing any servers that are extremely close to the completion of their renting period.
Therefore, it is not practically feasible to complete all running and pending jobs
on them before the start of the next renting period. If the algorithm finds at least
one such server Sc(t) (line 13), it calculates the number of servers to terminate
NT (t) as

NT (t) =

⌈
T̂R(t)− PR(t)

TR(t)
|S(t)|

⌉
−NB (3)

Then, it sorts the transcoding servers in Sc(t) on the basis of their remaining time
(line 17), and selects the servers with the lowest remaining time for termination
(line 18). The rationale of sorting of servers is to ensure cost-efficiency by select-
ing the servers closer to completion of their renting period. A VM that has been
selected for termination might have some pending jobs in its queue. Therefore, it
is necessary to ensure that the termination of a VM does not abandon any jobs in
its queue. One way to do this is to migrate all pending jobs to other VMs and then
terminate the VM [5], [6]. However, since transcoding of video segments takes
relatively less time to complete, it is more reasonable to let the jobs complete their
execution without requiring them to migrate and then terminate a VM when there
are no more running and pending jobs on it. Therefore, the deallocation algorithm
terminates a VM only when the VM renting period approaches its completion
and all jobs on the server complete their execution (line 20). Finally, the selected
servers are terminated and removed from the cluster (line 21).

4 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategy

In this section, we present the proposed computation and storage trade-off strat-
egy. For the sake of clarity, we provide a summary of the notations in Table 2.
The proposed cost and popularity score based strategy estimates the computation
cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity of individual transcoded videos
and then uses this information to make decisions on how long a video should be
stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from a given source video. In
an on-demand video streaming service, the source videos are usually high quality
videos that comprise the primary datasets. Therefore, irrespective of their com-
putation and storage costs, they are never deleted from the video repository. The
transcoded videos, on the other hand, are the derived datasets that can be regener-
ated on-demand from their source videos. Therefore, they should only be stored
in the video repository when it is cost-efficient to store them. Thus, the proposed
strategy is only applicable to the transcoded videos. In other words, since the com-
putation and the storage costs of the source videos are not relevant, the proposed
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Table 2: Summary of concepts and their notation for trade-off strategy
Notation Description

τ set of transcoded videos
τi ith transcoded video
NSτi new cost and popularity score of τi
RCT renting cost of a transcoding server per renting hour
Sτi total cumulative cost and popularity score of τi
SCτi storage cost of τi per time unit
SCm monthly storage cost per 1 gigabytes
SDτi storage duration for transcoded video τi
TCτi transcoding cost of τi
TTτi transcoding time of τi
V Smbτi transcoded video τi size in megabytes

DC decrement in Sτi
GBmb megabytes to gigabytes conversion factor
Hsec hour to seconds conversion factor
RPS month to desired time unit conversion factor

calcNS(τi) calculate NSτi
calcSC(τi) calculate SCτi
calcTC(τi) calculate TCτi
delay(SDτi) delay for SDτi

getS(τi) get Sτi
getSC(τi) get SCτi
getTC(τi) get TCτi
removeV ideo(τi) remove video τi

strategy is based only on the computation and storage costs of the transcoded
videos.

In cloud computing, the computation cost is essentially the cost of using VMs,
which is usually calculated on an hourly basis. The storage cost, on the other
hand, is often computed on a monthly basis. The computation cost of a transcoded
video depends on its transcoding time and on how often the video is re-transcoded.
Thus, if a video is frequently re-transcoded, the computation cost would increase
rapidly. On the other hand, the storage cost of a transcoded video depends on the
length of the storage duration and the video size on disk. Therefore, it increases
gradually with the passage of time. The longer the duration, the higher the cost.
Thus, our proposed strategy estimates an equilibrium point on the time axis where
the computation cost and the storage cost of a transcoded video become equal.
This estimated equilibrium point indicates the minimum duration for which the
video should be stored in the video repository. Figure 2 shows that if a video
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Figure 2: The estimated equilibrium point between the storage cost and the
transcoding cost of a transcoded video

is transcoded once and stored in the video repository, then initially the compu-
tation cost is higher than the storage cost. However, with the passage of time,
the storage cost continues to increase until it becomes equal to the computation
cost and then it grows even further unless the video is removed from the video
repository. Thus, if the video is deleted before its estimated equilibrium point
and then it is subsequently requested, the computation cost will increase due to
unnecessary re-transcoding. Likewise, if the video is stored beyond its estimated
equilibrium point and then it does not receive a subsequent request, the storage
cost will increase unnecessarily.

In an on-demand video streaming service, each transcoded video may be re-
quested and viewed a number of times. Frequently viewed, popular videos get a
lot of requests. While, sporadically viewed, less popular videos get only a few re-
quests. For cost-efficient storage, it is essential to use an estimate of the popularity
of the individual transcoded videos. This information can then be used to deter-
mine the exact duration for which a video should be stored in the video repository.
Therefore, the proposed strategy accounts for the popularity of individual trans-
coded videos. It uses the estimated computation cost, the estimated storage cost,
and the video popularity information to calculate a cost and popularity score Sτi
for each transcoded video τi. The higher the score the longer the video is stored
in the video repository. Thus, with the incorporation of the video cost and popu-
larity score, it becomes justifiable to store popular transcoded videos beyond their
estimated equilibrium point. In other words, it differentiates popular videos that
should be stored for a longer duration.

In our proposed strategy, the storage cost SCτi of a transcoded video τi is
calculated as

SCτi =
V Smbτi
GBmb

· SCm
RPS

· SDτi (4)

where V Smbτi is the size of the transcoded video τi in megabytes, GBmb is the
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megabytes to gigabytes conversion factor, SCm is the monthly storage cost per 1
gigabytes of storage, RPS is the month to desired time unit conversion factor, and
SDτi is the length of the storage duration for the transcoded video τi. Similarly,
the transcoding cost TCτi of a transcoded video τi is calculated as

TCτi = TTτi ·
RCT
Hsec

(5)

where TTτi is the transcoding time of τi, RCT is the renting cost of a transcoding
server per renting hour, and Hsec is the hour to seconds conversion factor, which
is used to normalize the computation cost to a per second basis.

Whenever a new request for a transcoded video τi arrives at the streaming
server, the video cost and popularity score Sτi is updated to reflect the new costs
and the new popularity information. The new cost and popularity score NSτi
represents the estimated equilibrium point where the computation cost and the
storage cost of τi become equal. Therefore, it indicates the minimum duration for
which the video should be stored. The new cost and popularity score NSτi of a
video τi is calculated as the ratio of the transcoding cost TCτi and the storage cost
SCτi

NSτi =
TCτi
SCτi

(6)

Finally, the total cost and popularity score Sτi of a video τi is calculated by
accumulating the new cost and popularity score NSτi of the said video over time.
That is, for each new request of a transcoded video τi, we obtain the previous
value of the total cost and popularity score Sτi of the transcoded video, calculate
NSτi , and then add them together to produce the new value of the Sτi . Moreover,
the total cost and popularity score of a video that was not stored previously is set
to NSτi . The total cost and popularity score Sτi determines the exact duration
for which a video τi should be stored. The pseudocode for score calculation is
presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Calculation of cost and popularity score
1: while true do
2: if τi is requested then
3: SCτi := calcSC(τi)
4: TCτi := calcTC(τi)
5: NSτi := calcNS(τi)

6: Sτi :=

{
Sτi +NSτi , if τi was stored previously
NSτi , otherwise

7: end if
8: end while

Each transcoded video τi should be stored in the video repository for as long
as it is cost-efficient to store it. However, when a video loses its popularity, it
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should be subsequently deleted to avoid unnecessary storage cost. Therefore, on
certain time intervals, the proposed strategy performs the following steps for each
transcoded video τi. It obtains the storage cost SCτi , the cost and popularity score
Sτi , and the transcoding cost TCτi . Then, it multiplies Sτi and TCτi and compares
it with SCτi as follows

SCτi > TCτi · Sτi (7)

If the inequality holds, it implies that it is cost-efficient to delete the transcoded
video. Therefore, the video is removed from the video repository. However, if the
inequality does not hold, it indicates that it is not cost-efficient to delete the video.
Therefore, the video is not removed. Moreover, the cost and popularity score Sτi
is decremented in accordance with the length of the time interval to reflect the
passage of time. In this way, when a popular video loses its popularity, it starts
losing its cost and popularity score as well until it is removed from the video
repository or it gets some new requests to regain its popularity. The pseudocode
to decrement cost and popularity score Sτi and to remove a video is given as
Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Decrementing score and removing a video
1: while true do
2: for τiετ do
3: SCτi := getSC(τi)
4: TCτi := getTC(τi)
5: Sτi := getS(τi)
6: if SCτi > TCτi · Sτi then
7: removeV ideo(τi)
8: else
9: Sτi := Sτi −DC

10: end if
11: end for
12: delay(SDτi)
13: end while

5 Experimental Evaluation
Software simulations are often used to test and evaluate new approaches and
strategies involving complex environments [10], [8]. For our proposed resource
allocation algorithms and trade-off strategy, we have developed a discrete-event
simulation in the Python programming language. It is based on the SimPy simu-
lation framework [25]. Also, for a comparison of the results with the alternative
existing approaches, we have developed discrete-event simulations for two intu-
itive computation and storage trade-off strategies, which are the store all strategy
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and the usage based strategy [36]. The store all strategy stores all transcoded
videos irrespective of their costs and popularity. While the usage based strategy
stores only popular videos and removes the rest. That is, it does not account for
the computation and storage costs.

5.1 Experimental Design and Setup

For the computation and storage costs, we used the Amazon EC2 and the Amazon
S32 cost models. The computation cost in Amazon EC2 is based on an hourly
charge model. Whereas, the storage cost of Amazon S3 is based on a monthly
charge model. In our experiment, we used only small instances. As of writing of
this paper, the cost of a small instance in Amazon EC2 is $0.06 per hour. Whereas,
the cost of storage space in Amazon S3 is based on a nonlinear cost model as
shown in Table 3.

The experiment used HD, SD (Standard-Definition), and mobile video
streams. Since SD videos currently have a higher demand than the HD and mo-
bile videos, we considered 20% HD, 30% mobile, and 50% SD video streams.
The GOP size for different types of videos was different. For HD videos, the av-
erage size of a video segment was 75 frames with a standard deviation of 7 frames.
Likewise, for SD and mobile videos, the average size of a segment was 250 frames
with a standard deviation of 20 frames.

In an on-demand video transcoding service, a source video is usually trans-
coded in many different formats. Therefore, we assumed that a source video can
be transcoded into a maximum of 30 different formats. Likewise, since in an on-
demand video streaming service, the number of source videos always continue to
grow, we used a continuously increasing number of source videos in our experi-
ment. However, since the number of the newly uploaded source videos is usually
only a small fraction of the total number of downloaded videos, the video upload
rate in our experiment was assumed to be 1% of the total number of the video
download requests. The desired time unit for storage, as used in the month to
desired time unit conversion factor RPS , was assumed to be one day. Therefore,
RPS was 30. Moreover, the minimum storage duration for a transcoded video
SDτi was also assumed to be one day.

The objective of the experiment was to evaluate the proposed algorithms and
trade-off strategy for a realistic load pattern. Therefore, it used a real load pattern,
which constitutes real video access data from Bambuser AB3. The load pattern
consists of approximately 40 days of real video access data. The total number of
frames in a video stream was in the range of 18000 to 90000, which represents an
approximate play time of 10 to 50 minutes with the frame rate of 30 frames per
second.

2http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
3http://bambuser.com/
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Table 3: Amazon S3 storage pricing
Standard Storage

First 1 TB per month $ 0.095 per GB
Next 49 TB per month $ 0.080 per GB
Next 450 TB per month $ 0.070 per GB
Next 500 TB per month $ 0.065 per GB
Next 4000 TB per month $ 0.060 per GB
Over 5000 TB per month $ 0.055 per GB

5.2 Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the experimental results of the proposed strategy with
that of the store all strategy and the usage based strategy. Each result in Figure 3 to
Figure 5 consists of seven different plots, which are number of user requests, num-
ber of transcoding servers, transcoding cost, storage cost, storage size, number of
source videos, and number of transcoded videos. The number of user requests plot
represents the load pattern of the video access data. In other words, it is the user
load on the streaming server. Due to data confidentiality, the exact volume of the
load can not be revealed. Therefore, we have omitted the scale of this plot from
all the results. The number of transcoding servers plot shows the total number
of transcoding servers being used at a particular time. The transcoding cost plot
represents the total computation cost of all transcoded videos in US dollars. Sim-
ilarly, the storage cost plot shows the storage cost in US dollars of all transcoded
videos, which are stored in the video repository. The storage size plot represents
the total size of the cloud storage used to store the transcoded videos. The number
of source videos plot shows the total number of source videos in the video reposi-
tory. Likewise, the number of transcoded videos is the total number of transcoded
videos in the video repository. The results are also summarized in Table 4.

Figure 3 presents the simulation results of the store all strategy. The results
span over a period of 40 days. At the end of the simulation, the total number of
transcoded videos in the video repository was 206590, while the total number of
source videos was 20902. The average number of transcoding servers was 102,
the total transcoding cost was $4458.42, the total storage cost was $4911.36, and
the total storage size was 42.16 terabytes. Since the store all strategy stores all
transcoded videos irrespective of their computation and storage costs, the storage
cost was very high due to a large number of transcoded videos stored in the video
repository. Therefore, the results indicate that the store all strategy is not cost-
efficient.

Figure 4 presents the results of the usage based strategy. At the end of the
simulation, the total number of transcoded videos in the video repository was
190734 for the same number of source videos as used in the store all strategy.
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Table 4: Summary of results
Strategy Avg. servers Transcoding cost Storage cost Total cost

Store all 102 $4458.42 $4911.36 $9369.78
Usage based 94 $4179.12 $4090.56 $8269.68
Score based 107 $4893.60 $2307.84 $7201.44

The average number of transcoding servers was 94, the total transcoding cost was
$4179.12, the total storage cost was $4090.56, and the total storage size was 34.19
terabytes. Since the usage based strategy stores only popular videos, the storage
cost of the usage based strategy was slightly less than that of the store all strategy.
Therefore, the results indicate that the usage based strategy is cost-efficient when
compared to the store all strategy. However, since it does not account for the
computation and the storage costs, it may remove some videos that have a high
transcoding cost.

Figure 5 presents the results of the proposed score based strategy. At the end
of the simulation, the total number of transcoded videos in the video repository
was 64392 for the same number of source videos as used in the store all strategy
and the usage based strategy. The average number of transcoding servers was 107,
the total transcoding cost was $4893.60, the total storage cost was $2307.84, and
the total storage size was 14.93 terabytes. Since the proposed strategy accounts
for the computation cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity information,
the storage cost was much less than that of the store all strategy and the usage
based strategy.

Figure 6 presents a comparison of the total costs, which consists of the com-
putation cost and the storage cost. The results show that the store all strategy has
the highest total cost. The usage based strategy has slightly less total cost than the
store all strategy. Moreover, the proposed storage has the least total cost among
all the three strategies. Therefore, the results indicate that the proposed strategy is
cost-efficient when compared to the store all and the usage based strategies.

6 Related Work

Distributed video transcoding with video segmentation was proposed in [19]
and [23]. Jokhio et al. [19] presented bit rate reduction video transcoding using
multiple processing units, while [23] analyzed different video segmentation meth-
ods to perform spatial resolution reduction video transcoding. Huang et al. [17]
presented a cloud-based video proxy to deliver transcoded videos for streaming.
The main contribution of their work is a multilevel transcoding parallelization
framework. Li et al. [24] proposed a cloud transcoder, which uses a compute cloud
as an intermediate platform to provide transcoding service. Shin and Koh [30]
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presented a hybrid scheme to determine an optimal threshold between the static
and dynamic transcoding. Ashraf et al. [8] proposed an admission control and
job scheduling approach for video transcoding in the cloud. None of these papers
addressed the VM allocation problem for video transcoding in cloud computing.

6.1 VM Allocation Approaches

The existing works on dynamic VM allocation can be classified into two main cat-
egories: Plan-based approaches and control theoretic approaches. The plan-based
approaches can be further classified into workload prediction approaches and per-
formance dynamics model approaches. One example of the workload prediction
approaches is Ardagna et al. [3], while TwoSpot [34], Hu et al. [16], Chieu et
al. [11], Iqbal et al. [18] and Han et al. [15] use a performance dynamics model.
Similarly, Dutreilh et al. [13], Pan et al. [27], Patikirikorala et al. [28], and Roy
et al. [29] are control theoretic approaches. One common difference between all
of these works and our proposed approach is that they are not designed specif-
ically for video transcoding in cloud computing. In contrast, our proposed ap-
proach is based on the important performance and VM allocation metrics for video
transcoding service, such as video play rate and server transcoding rate. Moreover,
it is cost-efficient as it uses a reduced number of VMs for a large number of video
streams, it provides proactive VM allocation under soft real-time constraints, and
it does not depend upon performance and dynamics of the underlying system. A
more detailed analysis of the VM allocation approaches can be found in [22].

6.2 Computation and Storage Trade-off Strategies

There are currently only a few works in the area of computation and storage trade-
off analysis for cost-efficient usage of cloud resources. One of the earlier attempts
include Adams et al. [1], who highlighted some of the important issues and fac-
tors involved in constructing a cost-benefit model, which can be used to analyze
the trade-offs between computation and storage. However, they did not propose
a strategy to find the right balance between computation and storage resources.
Deelman et al. [12] studied cost and performance trade-offs for an astronomy ap-
plication using Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3 cost models. The authors concluded
that, based on the likelihood of reuse, storing popular datasets in the cloud can be
cost-effective. However, they did not provide a concrete strategy for cost-effective
computation and storage of scientific datasets in the cloud.

Nectar system [14] is designed to automate the management of data and com-
putation in a data center. It initially stores all the derived datasets when they
are generated. However, when the available disk space falls below a threshold, all
obsolete or least-valued datasets are garbage collected to improve resource utiliza-
tion. Although Nectar provides a computation and storage trade-off strategy, it is
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not designed to reduce the total cost of computation and storage in a cloud-based
service that uses IaaS resources.

Yuan et al. [36] proposed two strategies for cost-effective storage of scien-
tific datasets in the cloud, which compare the computation cost and the storage
cost of the datasets. They also presented a Cost Transitive Tournament Shortest
Path (CTT-SP) algorithm to find the best trade-off between the computation and
the storage resources. Their strategies are called cost rate based storage strat-
egy [35], [38] and local-optimization based storage strategy [37]. The cost rate
based storage strategy compares computation cost rate and storage cost rate to
decide storage status of a dataset. Whereas, the local-optimization based storage
strategy partitions a data dependency graph (DDG) of datasets into linear seg-
ments and applies the CTT-SP algorithm to achieve a localized optimization. In
contrast to the cost rate based storage strategy [35], [38], our proposed trade-off
strategy estimates an equilibrium point on the time axis where the computation
cost and the storage cost of a transcoded video become equal. Moreover, it esti-
mates video popularity of the individual transcoded videos to differentiate popu-
lar videos. The DDG-based local-optimization based storage strategy of Yuan et
al. [37] is not much relevant for video transcoding because video transcoding does
not involve a lot of data dependencies.

Most of the existing computation and storage trade-off strategies described
above were originally proposed for scientific datasets. To the best of our lim-
ited knowledge, there are currently no existing computation and storage trade-off
strategies for video transcoding. The difference of application domain may play
a vital role when determining cost-efficiency of the existing strategies. Therefore,
some of the existing strategies may have limited efficacy and little cost-efficiency
for video transcoding.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented proactive VM allocation algorithms to scale video
transcoding service in a cloud environment. The proposed algorithms provide
a mechanism for creating a dynamically scalable cluster of video transcoding
servers by provisioning VMs from an IaaS cloud. The prediction of the future
user load is based on a two-step load prediction method, which allows proactive
VM allocation under soft real-time constraints. For cost-efficiency, we used video
segmentation which splits a video stream into smaller segments that can be trans-
coded independently of one another. This helped us to perform video transcoding
of multiple simultaneous streams on a single server.

We also proposed a cost-efficient computation and storage trade-off strategy
for video transcoding in the cloud. The proposed strategy estimates the compu-
tation cost, the storage cost, and the video popularity information of individual
transcoded videos and then uses this information to make decisions on how long a
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video should be stored or how frequently it should be re-transcoded from a given
source video. The objective is to reduce the total IaaS cost by trading storage for
computation, or vice versa.

The proposed approach is demonstrated in a discrete-event simulation and
an experimental evaluation involving a realistic load pattern. Also, for the sake
of comparison, we simulated two intuitive computation and storage trade-off
strategies and compared their results with that of the proposed strategy. The re-
sults show that the proposed algorithms provide cost-efficient VM allocation for
transcoding a large number of video streams while minimizing oscillations in the
number of servers. The results also indicate that our proposed trade-off strategy is
more cost-efficient than the two intuitive strategies as it provided a good trade-off
between the computation and storage resources.
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